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Physics TDR Volume 

 Albert De Roeck and Jon Urheim are the volume editors 

 Basic outline in place last summer.  Physics WGs filled in more 

detailed chapter outlines ahead of January collaboration meeting 
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Physics TDR Volume – Key dates 

• May 2018 
    - Critical assessment of each of the many analyses and analysis components 

    - Last practical opportunity to make drastic changes in approach or 

          assumptions  

• September 2018 
    - Supplemental analysis documentation ready for review outside the 

      relevant Physics WGs.  

• January 2019 
    - Analyses frozen 

    - Final versions of plots, tables, values produced and propagated to the 

         otherwise complete draft 

• February 2019 
    - Draft ready for internal review 

• April 2019 
    - Draft ready for external review  
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DONE Jan-17 Update long-baseline sensitivity calculations  

DONE Jan-17 Complete assessment exercise  

DONE Mar-17 Input to final task force reports  

DONE Apr-17 Launch and populate approved plots page  

DONE May-17 Incorporate tools developed for task forces into physics working groups   

DONE Jun-17 Define high-level TDR outline, scope  

DONE Jul-17 Establish TDR document workflow  

DONE Aug-17 Initial meeting with WGs conveners too discuss their detailed TDR outlines, scope  

DONE Sep-17 LArSoft integration complete where required  

DONE Nov-17 Determine physics analysis results needed for detector TDR  

DONE Jan-18 Second meeting with WG conveners to iterate on TDR outlines, groups' strategies, and scope through 2018 

DONE Jan-18 Assessment of required plots for TDR; define strategy for delivering any missing plots with target of May 2018 

-----------------------------------------  TODAY  ----------------------------------------- 

PARTIAL Mar-18 Determine methods to be used for primary results in physics TDR  

 May-18 Assessment of required plots: follow-up  

 May-18 Checkpoint: any high-level scientific goals requiring alternative strategies?  

 Sep-18 Finalize physics results for detector and physics TDRs  

 Sep-18 Supplemental internal documentation ready for review  

 Jan-19 Final physics TDR  

 Jan-19 Analyses frozen.  Final plots and numbers assembled.  

 Feb-19 Begin internal review of complete draft  

 Apr-19 Final version ready for external review  

Milestones more generally 
 Same milestones as shown in many past LBNC meetings, but with 

TDR milestones merged in explicitly 

 Progress continues well (with recognition that some tough items are 

still to come) 
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FD Calibration Task Force 

 Sowjanya Gollapinni and Kendall Mahn are TF coordinators 

 Established last fall to develop a calibration strategy in time for 

inclusion in the TDR. 

 Also a near-term charge: cryostat interface requirements 

 

 

 

 

Slide from last LBNC meeting 
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FD Calibration Task Force 

 Most of the TF work from September to December was on the near-

term need to finalize cryostat penetrations 

 Fruitful iterations between Calibration TF / Physics and Project 

 Arrived at a flexible and minimal feedthrough specification that 

satisfies the cryostat engineering requirements 

Slide from calibration 

discussions at collaboration 

meeting (Gollapinni, Mahn) 
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FD Calibration Task Force 

 Now: Developing a concrete strategy. 

 “Calibration” here covers a wide range of things, from low-level 

detector modeling (e.g., electronics gain) to high-level physics 

objects (e.g., EM energy scale) 

 Knowledge gained can be highly correlated or degenerate if using 

any single probe. 

 

Slide from calibration 

discussions at collaboration 

meeting (Gollapinni, Mahn) 
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FD Calibration Task Force 

 “Natural” calibration sources likely inadequate, hence attention given 

to external calibration systems 

 In progress: exploration of many practical options (see chart below), 

impact on physics, mitigation of risk (“unknown unknowns”) 

 

Slide from calibration 

discussions at collaboration 

meeting (Gollapinni, Mahn) 
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FD Calibration Task Force – Timeline 

 Established a process for developing a strategy not unlike that used 

for the Near Detector 

 March 2018 workshop is a key date: have a strategy worked out to be 

described in the Technical Proposal in May 2018. 

 Migrate calibration into the DUNE Consortia process after. 

 

Slide from calibration 

discussions at collaboration 

meeting (Gollapinni, Mahn) 
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We have met with Computing group coordinators several times since the last 

LBNC meeting to continue close communication.  We have conducted surveys 

of the physics groups' current and projected computing needs, and we have 

provided the Computing group estimates for near-term production requests.  We 

have exercised the new ticket-based production request system for our most 

recent large "core" samples.  We will continue in these ways through the 

completion of TDR studies. 

2017-141   /   25-Oct-17   /   Physics 

The Physics group and Reconstruction groups need close communication with 

the Computing group. This is essential in order to complete various physics 

studies required for the Physics TDR in a timely manner and to ensure that 

necessary computing resources are available.  In particular, different 

reconstruction techniques may require resources that are currently not in any 

plan. 

Recommendations 
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Progress is rapid with DUNE DP simulation and reconstruction.  While the DP 

analyses must achieve enough sophistication to make meaningful statements 

about the technology's capability, we do not anticipate making precise relative 

statements between the performances of the SP and DP technologies, as the 

levels of sophistication will differ at the time of the TDR (e.g., MicroBooNE 

experience informing the SP simulation details and providing a long lead time 

for SP tools). 

2017-142   /   25-Oct-17   /   Physics 

DUNE DP simulation and reconstruction under LArSoft framework should be 

brought at par with that of DUNE SP in order to make the physics cases for 

both the detectors on equal footing. 

Recommendations 
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We have established an initial set of top priority detector variations to study.  

The first of these were processed in January and initially examined at the 

collaboration meeting. 

2017-143   /   25-Oct-17   /   Physics 

The effect of detector imperfections such as design parameters, as well as 

imperfections such wire breakage, LAr impurity, dead electronics, 

nonlinearities, calibrations, operational degradation as realized in operations, 

and any related detector conditions on key physics performance parameters 

should be discussed initially in the TP and in full detail in the TDR using either 

simulation, or experience from other closely related and relevant experiments, 

or both. 

Recommendations 

(more on next page) 
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- Random dead channels   ← plots below: initial look via electron neutrino selections 

- Dead channels correlated in electronics space 

- Lower HV (mimics effect of lower lifetime, too) 

- Altered noise (amount and model) 

 Initial variations chosen for their importance and their ease of 

implementation (hit the low-hanging fruit first) 

5% and 25% (!) dead channels 

Traditional reco + MVA, 

no algorithm or cut retuning 
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- Random dead channels   ← plots below: initial look via electron neutrino selections 

- Dead channels correlated in electronics space 

- Lower HV (mimics effect of lower lifetime, too) 

- Altered noise (amount and model) 

 Initial variations chosen for their importance and their ease of 

implementation (hit the low-hanging fruit first) 

5% and 25% (!) dead channels 

CVN selection, 

no cut retuning 
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- Random dead channels   ← plots below: initial look via electron neutrino selections 

- Dead channels correlated in electronics space 

- Lower HV (mimics effect of lower lifetime, too) 

- Altered noise (amount and model) 

 Initial variations chosen for their importance and their ease of 

implementation (hit the low-hanging fruit first) 

5% and 25% (!) dead channels 

CVN selection, 

simple cut retuning 

No loss in performance at 5%.  

Some loss at the very large 25%. 

Propagation to physics parameter space to come. 
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The current set of milestones includes such freeze dates.  The final freeze date is 

Jan 2019, but several milestones over the coming year are related to this, 

including a checkpoint of algorithms and their performances in May 2018. 

2017-144   /   25-Oct-17   /   Physics 

There are various algorithms and tools that are being developed for SP and DP. 

A freeze date for a reference algorithm should be established for producing 

various physics plots as input for the TDR. 

Recommendations 
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LBL WG 
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Additional highlights from the Physics WGs 



LBL WG 
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Takeaway is less about the results of this study 

and more about the ability to do such studies 

using the full fitting toolkit and about the 

ramp-up of brand new effort in the WG! 

Additional highlights from the Physics WGs 
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Additional highlights from the Physics WGs SNB WG 



Additional highlights from the Physics WGs SNB WG 
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Additional highlights from the Physics WGs SNB WG 
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Additional highlights from the Physics WGs SNB WG 



 Tools originally developed for 

p→K𝜈 ̅ now applied to channels at right 

 n-n̅ analysis well developed, moving to 

detector systematic studies 

 Brand new effort identified for p→e𝜋0 

and for exploring alternative approaches 

to p→K𝜈 ̅ 

Additional highlights from the Physics WGs NDK WG 

n → 𝜇- K+ 

n → e- K+ 

n → n̅ 
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Additional highlights from the Physics WGs 
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Additional highlights from the Physics WGs 
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Additional highlights from the Physics WGs 
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Additional highlights from the Physics WGs Reco WG 

 In addition to reco work directly 

tied to FD analyses, general LAr 

TPC reco development continues 

to be lively (will be for many years!) 

 Various examples flashed here… 

Pandora system, here applied to 

ProtoDUNE but applicable to FD 

SpacePointSolver (direct-to-3D reco) 
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Closing notes 

 A few additional items coming down the pipe soon (a random 

sampling) 

     - Final XS reweighting tools for CAFAna (fitting framework) 

     - Connections between lessons learned in Calibration TF and 

         systematic uncertainty assumptions made in Physics WGs 

     - Final list of astrophysical hypotheses that will serve as SNB 

         test cases in TDR 

 

 Preparing for Neutrino 2018 

     - Not planning a sweeping overhaul of sensitivity estimates 

     - That will come with the TDR 

     - But it is a well-timed “intermediate goal” for WG activity 


